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Goal

Methodology (put some figure)

❑ First, we were given a web scraper from 
Interactions LLC, which we altered so that it 
could go through all relevant links within the 
website without travelling to any external 
sites

❑ We then made it so that the web scraper 
could parse through all the relevant 
information contained in the website and 
write it into a text file

❑ Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) is a key component 
of the telephony customer service industry

❑ Day - 0 modeling is a major issue in SLU industry because 
they need to be customized for every industry

❑ Our goal is to be able to extract information given on any 
given company’s website and use it to improve that 
company’s SLU model
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Knowledge Graph Base Extraction

Research Challenges

❑  Creating a generalized web scraper 

❑ Normalizing mass amounts of text data

❑ Creating the Knowledge Graph Base from the data

Motivations and Objectives

❑ Motivations

▪ Improve the efficiency of automated telephony 
customer service interactions

❑ Objectives

▪ Create a web scraping tool generic enough to extract 
information from the websites of many different 
companies

▪ Put the extracted information into a knowledge graph 
base (KGB) that is organized well enough to improve the 
spoken language understanding system

❑ Below is the resulting text file produced by 
using our web scraper on Xfinity’s website

Methodology contd…

❑ The stored text was then normalized, 
meaning that words with little meaning were 
filtered out

❑ Next, we designed the structure of our 
knowledge graph base by finding 
head-relation-tail combinations

❑ We then organized our now normalized text 
in a meaningful manner by placing it into the 
proper sections within our created structure, 
making it a useful knowledge graph base

❑ Below is the same text following 
normalization


